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Dear parents/carers, 
 
Summer Reading Challenge 
 
In order to help your child to remain engaged with reading over the summer, please find attached a 
differentiated reading bingo for children from Years 1 to 6 to complete. There is a range of activities to 
ensure the children have fun whilst reading. When the children return in September, we will reward them 
with house points to celebrate their achievements. Please encourage your child to complete as many of the 
challenges as they can, for their relevant year group (see guide below). 
 
Happy reading! 
 
Mrs White 
Reading Leader 
 
 
Beginner  
8 reading challenges to complete, focused on reading to different people in different places. Aimed at all abilities in 
Year 1. 
 
Easy  
10 challenges to complete, including reading non-fiction books and reading to different people in different places. 
Aimed at all abilities in Year 2. 
 
Tricky  
14 challenges to complete, focused on reading to different people; in different locations, including a range of genres 
such as comics, newspapers and funny stories. Aimed at all abilities in Year 3. 
 
Expert  
14 challenges to complete, focused on reading to different people; in different locations, including a range of 
genres such as comics, newspapers, funny stories and adventure stories. Children are also encouraged to 
participate in a book swap with friends and retell a story to an adult. Aimed at all abilities in Year 4. 
 
Brainbox  
16 challenges to complete focused on reading to different people; in different locations, including a range of reading 
genres such as comics, newspapers, funny stories, adventure stories and road signs. Children are also encouraged 
to read a book recommended to them and retell a story to an adult. Aimed at all abilities in Year 5. 
 
Genius  
16 challenges to complete focused on reading to different people; in different locations, including a range of reading 
genres such as comics, newspapers, funny stories, adventure stories, spooky stories and road signs. Children are 
also encouraged to read a book recommended to them, retell a story to an adult and write a book review. 
Aimed at all abilities in Year 6. 


